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ore than webinars, Global Landscapes Forum (GLF) Digital Forums are conversations where global leaders,
experts and changemakers come together to discuss their knowledge and opinions on the world’s most pressing
development, environmental and social challenges. Through a live online platform, individuals from around the
world can engage with speakers and each other to ask and answer questions, share solutions and unite in communities
of practice, while the archive of past Digital Forums (formerly known as Digital Summits) allows listeners to tune in and
learn, anytime and anywhere.

Each GLF Digital Forum strives to achieve
the following:
•
•

•
•

Highlight and explore the importance of sustainable
land use for every sector and industry;
Deepen discussions and understanding of issues
relating to the GLF’s core themes: Rights, Food &
Livelihoods, Restoration, Finance and Measuring
Progress;
Inspire and connect communities of practice around
the world;
Engage and inform more individuals through the
sharing of knowledge.

Format
A Digital Forum functions as a relaxed conversation
among speakers led by a moderator, followed by live
questions and feedback from an online audience.

Sample outline:
•
•
•

Topic introduction from the moderator
Introduction questions or polls with the audience
Speaker introductions from the moderator

•
•

•

Statements from speakers
Deep dive into topic driven by questions
and shared experiences from the audience,
moderator and speakers
Wrap-up from the moderator

Technical details
•

The summits are moderated on CrowdCast,
an online tool compatible with any Internet
browser. It simply requires participants to have
a reliable Internet connection and working
microphone and camera on their computer
or tablet.

Price
Conceptualize your Digital Forum with the GLF
team. We will help organize, set-up and promote
your Forum using our vast and engaged partner
network. GLF content reaches over 2 million
people per month on social media and past Digital
Forums have seen over 300 participants. The cost
of Digital Forums are USD 1500.

For further information please contact Judith Sonneck at J.Sonneck@cgiar.org

